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DEAF HARBOR
Thank you for praying for the Translation Resources Development Project. Maybe you remember 
the photo from our last newsletter. It was taken from a scene that illustrates the importance for a 
team to do their exegetical homework (the only instance where I show up on screen). Here it is after 
it was edited, with some other screenshots from videos they are developing in Phase 2.

There have been some unexpected obstacles that have delayed 
some of the filming work. The team noticed that they were not 
feeling well when they were in the studio. Long story short, they 
found out that there was mold in the studio. While they were 
trying to figure out how to handle this situation, they could only 
do some remote work from home to prepare for filming. Recently, 
they relocated the studio to the basement of a member of Deaf 
Harbor. Now, with this temporary studio in place, they have 
resumed filming in earnest.

This is in addition to the already challenging process of thinking how to present topics like 
translation principles, linguistics, semantics and pragmatics, etc. in internationally-friendly American 
Sign Language (ASL) that uses a number of well-known signs used in international contexts instead 
of the usual ASL signs. I’m really excited about how this resource will contribute to equipping Deaf 
translation teams in the future and I appreciate being able to contribute as a consultant. Please 
continue to pray as the team finalizes filming for Phase 2 and Phase 3.

As the team looks toward the end of this project, please continue to pray for possible funding for 
the ASL Chronological Bible Translation (ASL CBT) project. Proposals have been sent to various 
organizations, and the team would really like to continue translating more ASL CBT. Now the team is 
waiting to see if God will provide for them to continue working on ASL CBT in 2023 or if they will be 
working on a different project.
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CEDAR
Thank you for praying about CEDAR. As you may recall from previous newsletters, this is a training 
initiative for more Deaf translation consultants. The orientation went well and now we are using the 
information from the orientation to plan the training that is needed for each one in 2023.

SLTT
Thank you for praying for the SLTT (Sign Language Translation Tool). Our Technical Lead was able 
to participate in the celebration for the translation his wife has been supporting as a consultant. No 
technical issues came up while he was away. Right now, we are still in the search phase for key people 
that we requested funding for. We have one promising lead for the Product Manager role. Please pray as 
we finalize the Product Manager search and look for the main programmer for this project. Our current 
Technical Lead will be retiring soon but continuing on a part-time basis.

OTHER CONSULTING/MINISTRY WORK
This fall, I will have several trips. In late October, for one week, I will participate in the Finishing the Task conference 
as part of the delegation from the Deaf Ministry Coalition. We will have the opportunity to help hearing missions 
leaders also consider what is needed to reach Deaf people in their contexts. In early November, the Deaf Ministry 
Coalition will be meeting for a one-week debrief / strategic planning retreat. In late November through early 
December, I will go for two weeks to Kenya to meet with DOOR colleagues to work on the Chronological Bible 
Translation master list. 

PERSONAL UPDATE
Linda and I went to Cape Cod in September to celebrate our 30th anniversary. 
We enjoyed that time away to be refreshed. We were able to see whales, walk 
along the canal, and just take some time to enjoy together.
 
We are very grateful for your partnership that allows us to contribute the gifts 
and abilities that God has given us to support the work of Bible translation 
for sign languages. Step by step, God’s Word is being made available to Deaf 
people around the world. We are glad to have you on this journey with us to 
see God’s work among Deaf communities. 
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